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The Writers Forum Presents 

Wayne Dodd 

When there is no snow. 

They look so different in March pecking among 

rain spatters on a board. "!'he slat-e of their 

beads and shoulders beginning to turn rusty 

as a turning earth. Winter gets it all down in 

black and white. .Beauty is .found in contrasts .. 

The small sharp line a knife makes between the 

still and the quick. A column of wood smoke 

rising straight up into the empty cold of 

January. Therejuncos hop like survivors, like 

sharp inhalations of breath. But when every 

bush and branch and bramble catches the eye 

with color and your life suddenly turns towards 

you like a childs splashed red with question, 

'Snow bi-rds like 'US., J:ose all thei-r .deffinit.cion.. 

Judy Kitchen: W·elcome, todays guest is Wayne Do.dd.. Poet, PTofesstlr. of English 

a:t Ohio 'University and tbe edi"tor of The Ohio Review. His 

latest book The Names You Gave It was published be LSU press in 

1980. With us today is Mary Elsie Robinson who is an the s'lUIImer 

faculty in fiction. Her latest book The Clearing was published 

this -week by Atheneum, -and in 1980 sbe won the A'WP award 'for ber 

first novel After Freud. 

Mary Elsie: Wayne, we wanted you to read po� hecause we wou3.:d :hike .to have 

-you talk about -your self -as a poet befOTe -we 1nove t.o ·the literary 

111agarlne and your parti-cular ·'Dlagazine. Do you think its fmpottant 

for you to be a poet as an editor, and could you talk a little 

bit about -your role as a -poet .• 

Dodd: Well its a hard question really, I've wondered about it my 

self a lot of times whether the-se are really self supporting 

or mutally supporting enterproses. For my own part, K guess 

I have mostly felt that what I do as a writter, which is I 

guess a kind of self examination and search of ones life and ones 
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experience. Always the quest far some kind of Tesonance and sense 

of abiding importance to things t events t and experiences and peop le. 

l've always felt that that search was fundamental actual�y to writ

ing and that somehow it pTobably at least energizes 1ny work as an 

editor too, in that I believe that what I find, what I look for in 

the work of other peoplet that is when I'm trying to select work for 

The O}lio Review, when I'm imaginmg an issue for the futlU'e and when 

I'm looking for things for it is a similar quest, that is a search 

for that which energizes, that which sustains, that which touches and 

that vbieh also validates. 'Because 1 always think that vriting is 

in a way a validation of one's life. A validation of one's being, a 

validation of one's self. Probably that conviction is always imbedded 

in any judgment I make about other peoples� work as an editor. 

In Other words, �hether I think I '·m seeing that same kind of valida

tion, that same kind of interest, that same kind of committment. 

Some editors seem to get validation in fact just in producing the 

magazine and in the discove-ry. You1re saying in a sense that the 

writing gives you something above and beyond that. 

Oh yes... 1 think it does. The two Toles really are sepaTat.e and 

separable, and I have no illusions about that. That really for me 

-wri'ting poet-ry in particular, is a rather pr±macy gesture. And 

11m always looking to foward and further that primacy ges·ture lin 

other people. So the editorial work I see as an expression of a 

devotion to the same thing, but it isn't coming out of the same"mode 

of exp�ession. I'm devoted to it in myself as well as in others, 

perhaps if that "'lla'kes sense. 'I'm looking foT it there too. 

Robertson: Yes, it seem that many poets would not make very good editors. 7be 

Dodd: 

qualities that you need to be a good poet seem to me to be different 

f111om those you need to be a good edit:or. 'Y.ou never �ind these two 

things .in conflict? For you they work? 

I never find them in conflict. You may be Tight. In fact, 1 suspect 

'that you ::arl!. Ther;e :ar.e some 'People who. wou!dn ''t lllake gnod ed±.tors 

-and some editors don't make good writers. But I don't find them in 

conflict. At the risk of sounding self-directed, I think that it is 

an editor's,.the most fundamental need that an editor has is that of 

being able to read with real sensitivy and • • •  sensitivity, I'll stick 

with that. What somebody else has done. I don't believe being able 

to write well can ever be a hindrance to that. I think it is always 
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an advantage.'There 111ay be other things that get in the -way. Ther.e 

may be other reasons why a writer won't be a good editor, but surely 

it·�on't come from the fact that he has experienced in his own work 

the hard on-going work of 'revision, which is reall'Y ·creativity of 

art anyway, Tliere's no way in which the sensitivity that he continually 

develops and that work won't be to his advantage in reading someone 

else''s work, I think .. 

Robertson: That's true. 

Dodd: It certainly seems true to me. 

Robertson: There is a certain geneTosity ·that it seems to 111e inl,being an editoT. 

Dodd: 

Kitchen: 

Dodd: 

You're 11utting a lot of time and enrgy into other people's work. I 

wonder if there's ever • • •  well most writers are struggling to find time � 

for their work. Are you ever bothered by that. That you feel you're 

giving too mach of your time to other people? 
dl."d 't 

I'd be less than candid if rriay I do feel that conflict.. Y.es, 'I 

frequently feel that the editorial work pulls me away from doing the. 

writing I'd like to do myself. I guess that's a kind of conflict 

in terms of management of personal energy and time. Maybe rather 

· howeveT, the conflict in the ·two • • •  between ·the 'two Toles. 

Could we ask you to read one more of your poems? Maybe even talk 

a little bit around it or before or after to give some sense, again, of 

your .self as .a writer; the man behind the magazine. 

Sure. 

Night Poem 

It's always afternoon somewhere in the mind 

that long slow drift from noon to night 

Scissor tails slanting across the sun �ike 

�ike inevitab�e happiness.In the giant elms ab.ove 

sequitas buzz their seventeen year 'tune up fo.r now .. 

I close my eyes. Evezything .is right where jj: should 'be: 

the house, the fence, the grove of cherries snug against 

the henhouse. Inside the kitchen my mother carries bowls 

of heat, back and forth, back and forth, like eternal life. 

The grass, everything around me is filled with motion, 

spreading toward perfection. 
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Now in the darkening present 'I bear my own 

small son coming home to supper, the evening 

already beginning to form in his mind. 

'Fireflies -pulling the earth and sky together-

Stop there. Let it go one forever • 

.S.o. what .J: £QU1d .say .ab� . .t.ha.t poem .I .,don't know. J: .suppose I 

could attack it fr�m a lot of angles. To me the most important 

moment in the poem, when I was writing it, was the discovery "of the 

image of ''mother caTrying bowls .of heat back and forth." That's 

when 'I really "solved" the emotional problem of the poem, that is 

to say that's when I found the kind o! emotional direction fhe poem 

was yearning for or aspiring .to� as well as needing to .take.. That's 

when I got the sense of the life of the speaker as time-drenched and 

in conflict always with the notion of eternity and it helped to br.ing 

into, for me, immediate tempera! focus. !o vastly removed in time · 

moments of one's life, from childhood to present. So that
was the image, 

wa�he center of that poem for me, as the maker, making the poem and 

trying to find where it eoU:1d go • . .After that, I didn 1t fin.d it as 

hard. 

Kitchen.: Do you look for a eentral image of that nature, do you think when 

you're looking at work? Obviously you edit both fi.ction and essays, 

and poetry. In the poems themselves, do you • • •  

You mean whet'!! r''tll reading someone else's. 

Kithhen: When you're reading someone else's do you look for a moment vhich 

somehow strikes a poetic kindred spirit? 

Dodd: 

· 

doubt 'I'm 
Well I think probably in that respect I , . much different from other 

people who read po�ith real affection, pleasure and devotion. 

I look for the poem tHat ·will suddenly discover something t:o 111e. 

Even if .it only discovers the gr-eat emotional, intellectual, spiTitual 

content of itself. And I think that that most often does happen 

with ·some kind of striking moment, imagery or language. freshness 

of perception. When Barfiled once, I think it was about sixty years 

ago, fifty years ago, wrote a book called Poetic Diction in which 

he suggested that the real pleasure in poetry comes from the moment 

of suddenly, instantaneously being moved to another level of per-

eeption, that is to say a level of perception of receiving 

the sensibility and achievement that's making the poem. All of 
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a sudden one sees ft that: way, one perceives that way. and that 

there is a kind of literal as well as metaphoric motion that cecums 

then that is pleasurable. I look for that kind of moment to occur, 

and when it does I pay close attention to that: vork. 

How often does it occur? By that I mean • • •  how many • • •  let's get into 

the nitty-gritty of the magazine. How many submissions do you 

get? What kind of "Percentage '"Cml you -publi."Bh? And now ·do "YUU f·eel 

the state of the art is today? 

Well7 we get thousands of submissions every year and the state of the 

art a.t least in tet:mS of livliness and a ctivity of -writers is obviously 

good. A lot of people are writing and writing well, it seems to me. 

So I find it most often distinction I have to make as an editor is 

really between those works that obviousl'Y ar good, "Well-made, serious, 

work well, and the ones that are something just beyond that. The ones 

that -won't go away and their effect: on one that move one to tears or 

laughter. That nag one to come back to it and bang around. Wake me 

up in the night and is truly present in my mind again. I find that 

my real work .is to .distin.guish be.t:we..en t.hose two� .not between good 

things and bad things. 

Do you find that there are perhaps more good writers today than 

perhaps there were some ti111e ago. I �hinki11g all these creative 

writing _programs turning out people with MFA1 sin creative writing 

and so forth. There seems to be a great many people writing. Do 

you think that there is more good stuff • • •  

I don't know.. _r know that we, at ·rhe Ohio Review, get more good stuff 

now than we .did ten years ago, Whether. that: is ••• I d.on 't know what 

you could extrapolate from that. There's no doubt about it that 

creative writing programs or workshops in the country in the last 

decade has produced, has created, a large 'body of write rs. "' mean 

that's what they are. ..And wab:t writers do is write, and these .people 

writ:·e. And the final part of writing is the act of publication o'f 

some kind ·and these -people l>Ub1:ish. And so ·there i.s a lot o'f aeti.vity 

and a lot of ferment and a lot of vitality. ·I have to be honest: I 

really don't know what is the ultimate value of that,whether that is 

a bad thing or a good thing. Once in an interview I did with Robert 

Bly when I was interviewing him for Jbe Ohio Review, he suggested 

he thought it was not necessarily a_particular good thing. A lot more 

okay poems were being written. He thought it would be better 
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maybe if there were feweT of those.· and moTe Teall.y fiTst-rate 

pieces. And that's a persuasive notion. 

But there are perhaps more readers. 

That's the trick. I think we've created, produced a sensitive, large 

readership. 

Does youT circulation bear this out? 

U'h yes1 1: tbiiik it does. 'Our ciTculation increases "Constantly, every 

year it gets higher, and writers read The Ohio Review • I like that 

.£�r .all kinds of reasons. I feel flattered by it. � .think .that's .a 

vote of conf.idence by people who have demanding standaTds. And I think 

it also simply argues what you're suggesting. We've created a large 

readership. the 
Tli�s raises a question for me.. We're calling this 'i\lfterary maga:z'ine 
in 1982. You are a literary magazine at The Ohio Review and yet and 

the readers that you have, where are all these other readers, the 

people, that maybe the connnercial presses are publishing? Where are 

all the best sellers? Why can't we f.ind .a way to make the best story 

in The Ohio Review a bes·t seller? 

That's what I would like to know. Well, sometimes it gets to be a 

crossover there. For example, Ray Carver has become a really good 

seller, and he still publishes in quality magazines like The Ohio Review 

and Anteus and Tri-Quarterly and., and yet his work really sells well. 

But, for the most part, as you well know, we have a fixed readership. 

It is a good and a sizeable one, but it is not a mass audience. I 

think that is simply true of what., for want of a bet:t.er term., we call 

serious writing today. 

Well, I'm thinking particularly of fiction because there never was too 

much outlet for poetry anyway I suppose; but the,outlet: for fiction 

certainly bas grown smaller .in the commercial presses. There's no 

question about this. It seems to me that places like The Ohio Review 

provi.de an .absolutely necessary service that without those there would 

be no outlet for a lot of very gaud literature. 

Absolutely. 

Do you feel that your validation in some sense creates some of the 

people who then will go on and write, say, the next large story and 

the novel? Talk about your role ... 
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Well, I think, I think there is a mutually supportive role between 

say, the literary magazine and the reader and then the literary 

magazine and the writer. I have from the beginning of The Ohio 

Review conceived on it as an actual instrument to the continued 

creation of American literature. It helps to create taste and to 

'foster good writing to make sure it has a place to oe seen and, 

therefore, can be read. I think, for example, as you rightly pointed 

out it's much IJIO.re disquiet:ing nowadays. The much more disquieting 

'fact is that good fiction has a vastly reduced outlet and the major 

publishing houses are just dying it would seem to put down the 

moral burden of having any kind of serious custodianship of American 

fic;tion. They all want to write the quick s:elling how-to books or 

now the very quick selling romances, things of that kind. So, yes, 

1 find that the most disquieting and, therefore, our role as fosterers 

of serious, probing, exper±mental--I don't really want to say experi

mental--grouping f.iction I see as one of our most serious. 

Have you ever considered the possibil.ity of publishing .book-length, 

short story collections? 

Not only considered it, we're going to do a volume next year., so 

for the first time. Been thinking about .it for a long time. It�s 

always a matter of ·money and one does that with trepidation, fear 

and trembling. I don't know how well we can market it. 

Must you make a profit? 

No no. .Don't have .to make a profit., but you can't lose too much 

1110ney.. There's a limit to how much money you can lose., how many 

people you can get to pick up how much money. 

Well, you certainly have a reputation; a wonderful reputation with 

The Ohio Review and, r.ecently I've heard over and over that some of 

the ·best fiction. in the country is being printed in The Ohio Review. 

We like :to think that. 

Could you speak to the poet choosing tbe fiction'? "Does that ever 

cause any . . •  

Well I don't know. I don't ever have any difficulties with that. 

In this respect I think I'm just another reader. I like to think 

a sensitive one, a sympathetic one, a good one, and an enthusiastic 

one. I really enthusiastically like to read and, especially, 
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literature that seems to me good, seems to be worthwhile. And, so 

1 also bave written fiction so I can look at it I tbink from two 

sides and in that respect really not be all that indifferent from 

what I am in my role as judger of poetry. So I don't feel any 

.confli.ct: there . ., no., or any difficulty ... 

Talk about, a little bit about, well, just your process. I think 

viewers might want to know your process of reading a little and 

maybe uiscovery--how you view yourself":-- as a discover .• 

As a discover. 

Yes. 

Well� I guess the., the greates.t ple.asu.re that on.e can get .from 

editing, maybe the only real pleasure is when one feels that one 

has come upon something that is terrific, is exciting. On those 

days when it happens, and that doesn't happen everyday., but on those 

days when that does happen--a 1'0em or story--! find myself very often 

even now, ten years late·r, eleven years really, making someone stop 

and listen to it. I buttonhol.e .somebody in the office and read them 

a passage,or a section or a whole poem or say read this. The innocense, 

the elation I think of sharing but also of discovery., authentic dis

covery; but I think, of course, we all do that when you read anything. 

You certainly feel you've discovered it, because you have discovered 

it. Others have discovered it before but first time, for example, I 

mentioned Ray Carver. The first time that I read a Ray Carver story, 

a wonderful moment of discovery--other people had made the discovery 

before me. And, but then sometimes there's the additional one of 

coming on somebody who you really have discovered and somebody else hasn't 

discovered it before you. 

Could you list some of those people? 

Well., I recently had this experience or very recently published a 

chapbook collection of poems in The Ohio Review by su.ch a person. 

His name is Bruce Wetterock� And, in each issue of The Ohio Review 

we have a small chapbook usually 16 pages of poems right in the 

center with its own cover and everything bound right into the mag

azine. And one day I was reading a submission'of poems and it came 

in from one Bruce Wetterock although I wasn't paying any attention to 
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the names, I was reading the poeJps. There were five of them. And I 

was just delighted by eaeh poem I read. And liked as much or maybe 

more than the one before. · And I finished that, and i ·thought, well, 

I' 11 try to figure out how to pick some from among the's e. This went 

on for a couple of days. I never could pick from among them. I loved 

al.l .f,ive . .of .those poems. I zhough.t .they :w.ere r,e.aJ.ly .delightful, fresh., 

and original poems. Wonderful kind of bouquet, and the language and 

the simplicity, and depth. And they were touching• So I asked our 

office manager., since there -was no return envelope., -where these came 

from. So i decided I might want to try to get more poems from that 

man, and maybe get ·enough for a chapbook. Or,at'least, look at more. 

And he t·old me that the poems had just been brought in and left in ·the 

office. That almost never happens. I only can think two or three times 

ever it's done that. So .I said, "Does he live around here?�' So he said, 

''Yes, I think he lives in the hills here about, �round Athens." People 

live on Ridges, I live on Peach Ridge. He lived on Scatter Ridge. 

And ·SO I got the phone book, found his number., and called him up. 

And asked him if he could come see llle, and he did·•" and brought 1Ilore 

poems. Enormous sheath of poems like that. Found he had a very 

interesting background--iilteresting man•\s done all kinds of .things,. 

And be had been writing poems for years.. He once, in fact, took an 

MFA from Iowa_ years and years before, in fiction, though, he studied 

fiction. And he'd been writing poetry in you might say, not secret, 

but in the privacy of his own hollow-out home in Scatter R idge .. 

.And .so I 've, be's a fascina;ting .man. Shy, reclusive, genuine, and 

a fine artistic temperament. I got out of that a small chapbook voluree 

of poems that I've put in here. And so I discovered in that sense, 

Bruce Wettero.ck., I don't ·say that to take any credit for it... i say that 

to .def;l.ne that pleasure.. That was an authent:I..c · dis.covery.. I knew :I.t, 

was elated and delighted by it. 

In .a minute., I w.ould like you .t.o read one of your discoveries. ':But I'd 

to just backtrack for one second. Do you have readers, do youehave 

discoverers discovering for�ou, or how do you operate? 

Well r·can't read everything that comes in, no one could. So I, we do 

have a screening process that goes on, you might say. I shouldn't call it 

really a .. screening process. But there are other pleople who read. 
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You must have to trust them? 

I trust them toor-certainl�I surely do. 'I trust them to do what they 

set out to do which is to discover those things which they think really, 

quite genuinely, don't deserve or require, I guess I ought to say, 

further consideration. That's what they set out to do. And then to 

'Pass on those things that surely ought to be �ooked at .and thought 

some more about. Obviously, most of the things that get �assed on 

and get thought more about don't get published either. It's -a matter 

of numbers. I read nowadays only those things that s-omebody has already 

felt was worthy of being looked at again. So that's our process. 

Somebody that you trust. 

Yes, well, I have three asso.ciate editors., but they read o�y fiction 

Oh, they read fiction. 

Onl)T read fiction, yeah. 

So you do all the poetry? 

Just about .• yeah.. Sometimes .I get a little help ·with that. 

Well, are you reading at midnight, most nights • .  it sounds to ma as though 

this must be very tiring. 

That's one of the great time-consumers on it is to read those works. 

As a matter of fact, 111ost 'People, I always had a bedside- book I'd call it. 

'1 -would always, and still do have a bedside book, or ·two.. And 'I ·Tead 

before going to sleep=i· at night. I always also have some manuscripts 

that are bedside books, so almost every night I will read something. 

that I have that needs to be read. I never make a decision at that time, 

It's too late at night; I woul_d neveT d� that. T' d just say a positive 

decision. I often know when I can ma'ke a big decision, and I' 11 decide 

not to read that again. 

Well, thank you very uuch, :Wayne. :We would .like very much to close by 

listening to your discovery and what you feel represents somehow teet 

best of young 'POets in the _Ohio .Review. 

"'Well, let ue Tead 1:hi:s poem of 'Bruce Wetterock, sin�e '1 was j us't "talking 

about him. This is from his chapbook called Life in Progress. I think 

it is representative of the kind of great energy and joy here in these 

poems. This is called "Remembering Rosalind." 

Ah,those misty September mornings 

As though you could take the tree by their shoulders 

And slide them lightly here and there over the b�py ground 
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Like dancing with the d'ruken -girl 1 Rosalind1 

Shuffling and laughing across the wooden floor 

Ripe as a melon going on nineteen 

Her shoulders firm beneath her sweaters. 

Morn:i:ng., a marble rolling i.n your pocket 

A crl.cket in the cold cellar 

The Earth tilting under your feet. 

The Earth has been going on 4 billion years 

But when were there ever days like these? 




